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a b s t r a c t
Phase angle and temperature are two important parameters that affect the photometric and spectral
behavior of planetary surfaces in telescopic and spacecraft data. We have derived photometric and spectral phase functions for the Asteroid 4 Vesta, the ﬁrst target of the Dawn mission, using ground-based
telescopes operating at visible and near-infrared wavelengths (0.4–2.5 lm). Photometric lightcurve
observations of Vesta were conducted on 15 nights at a phase angle range of 3.8–25.7° using duplicates
of the seven narrowband Dawn Framing Camera ﬁlters (0.4–1.0 lm). Rotationally resolved visible (0.4–
0.7 lm) and near-IR spectral observations (0.7–2.5 lm) were obtained on four nights over a similar phase
angle range. Our Vesta photometric observations suggest the phase slope is between 0.019 and
0.029 mag/deg. The G parameter ranges from 0.22 to 0.37 consistent with previous results (e.g., Lagerkvist, C.-I., Magnusson, P., Williams, I.P., Buontempo, M.E., Argyle, R.W., Morrison, L.V. [1992]. Astron.
Astrophys. Suppl. Ser. 94, 43–71; Piironen, J., Magnusson, P., Lagerkvist, C.-I., Williams, I.P., Buontempo,
M.E., Morrison, L.V. [1997]. Astron. Astrophys. Suppl. Ser. 121, 489–497; Hasegawa, S. et al. [2009]. Lunar
Planet. Sci. 40. ID 1503) within the uncertainty. We found that in the phase angle range of 0° < a 6 25° for
every 10° increase in phase angle Vesta’s visible slope (0.5–0.7 lm) increases 20%, Band I and Band II
depths increase 2.35% and 1.5% respectively, and the BAR value increase 0.30. Phase angle spectral measurements of the eucrite Moama in the lab show a decrease in Band I and Band II depths and BAR from the
lowest phase angle 13° to 30°, followed by possible small increases up to 90°, and then a dramatic drop
between 90° and 120° phase angle. Temperature-induced spectral effects shift the Band I and II centers of
the pyroxene bands to longer wavelengths with increasing temperature. We have derived new correction
equations using a temperature series (80–400 K) of HED meteorite spectra that will enable interpretation
of telescopic and spacecraft spectral data using laboratory calibrations at room temperature (300 K).
Ó 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Asteroid 4 Vesta is the ﬁrst target of NASA’s Dawn mission,
which began its yearlong orbital mission in July 2011. Vesta has
been extensively studied (e.g., McCord et al., 1970; Chapman
et al., 1971; McFadden et al., 1977; Binzel et al., 1997; Thomas
et al., 1996; Zellner et al., 1996; Gaffey, 1997; Li et al., 2010; Reddy
et al., 2010) by ground-based telescopes and the Hubble Space
Telescope since its discovery by Heinrich Wilhelm Olbers in
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1807. Unlike most main belt asteroids, Vesta’s rotational brightness variation (lightcurve) is mainly caused by surface albedo variations. Vesta’s surface composition also changes with rotation
phase (e.g. Gaffey, 1997) as seen in changing spectral band parameters in its reﬂectance spectrum.
The Framing Cameras (FC) on NASA’s Dawn mission will map
the surface of Vesta in seven color ﬁlters and one clear ﬁlter with
up to 20-m spatial resolution in an effort to examine its geology
and cratering history. Precise photometric correction of these data
is vital for producing higher-level products that are useful for
revealing Vesta’s geologic and compositional history as well as
its topography by using the photoclinometry method. A major correction to be applied to optical spacecraft data is the correction for
the observation geometry, which is compositionally dependent
(Gradie et al., 1980). This correction is required in order to extract
the physical properties (e.g. compaction state, particle albedo, particle size, etc.) of the surface.
One signiﬁcant parameter controlling the apparent brightness
of a surface element is the phase angle, which is deﬁned as the angle between the Sun and the observer as seen from the target object. Spectral phase effects on Vesta have been detected and
approximately quantiﬁed by Gaffey (1997). He noted an increase
in the intensity of Vesta’s 1-lm band with increasing phase angle.
Hence there is a wavelength dependent phase effect, which will alter the reﬂectance values of FC data depending on the band pass of
the ﬁlter and viewing geometry (mainly phase angle). A further
parameter that affects FC data as well as spectral data from the Visual and Infrared Spectrometer (VIR) is temperature. Temperature
uncertainties arise when spacecraft spectral data, obtained at low
(80–250 K) temperatures, are interpreted using laboratory calibrations obtained at room (300 K) temperatures.
In order to quantify phase angle- and temperature-induced
spectral effects prior to the arrival of Dawn, we conducted a series
of laboratory and telescopic studies of Vesta and howardite, eucrite
and diogenite (HED) meteorites. Telescopic studies included photometric observations of Vesta with Dawn’s FC ﬁlters, visible wavelength spectra, and near-IR spectra obtained at a range of phase
angles. This is the ﬁrst time that original ﬂight ﬁlters are being used
to conduct ground-based observations of the target prior to arrival
of the spacecraft. This will not only help in wavelength-dependent
phase calibration but also in cross comparison of ground-based and
spacecraft data through the same ﬁlters if Dawn captures the whole
disk of Vesta in a single image frame during approach.
1.1. Photometric studies of Vesta
Several authors have investigated Vesta’s photometric phase
functions (e.g., Lagerkvist and Williams, 1987; Hasegawa et al.,
2009, and references therein). Rotational color variations on Vesta
have been known for nearly a century (Bobrovnikoff, 1929) and have
been well characterized by several authors (e.g., Gaffey, 1997).
The rotational period of Vesta is 5.342129760 ± 0.00000096 h
(Drummond et al., 1998) and unlike other asteroids, its lightcurve
shows a single maximum and minimum per rotation. This is because
rotational albedo variations across Vesta’s surface contribute more
to the lightcurve than its shape (Thomas et al., 1997). Gaffey
(1997) presented a comprehensive review of the physical characterization of Vesta up to that time.
Due to its orbital motion around the Sun, Vesta’s phase angle as
viewed from the Earth ranges typically from 2° to 25°. Hasegawa
et al. (2009) observed Vesta at a phase angle of 0.12° and estimated
a slope parameter G (B ﬁlter 0.24 ± 0.01, R ﬁlter 0.21 ± 0.01), this
parameter describes the shape of the phase curve (Bowell et al.,
1989) and was found to be much lower than the previously
reported values (e.g., Lagerkvist and Williams, 1987) ranging from
0.32 to 0.47. They suggested that this difference was probably due

to the fact that they had photometric data at extremely low phase
angles (<1°) compared to other authors.
1.2. Photometric and spectral phase effects on Vesta
Effects of phase angle on broadband photometry and spectral
reﬂectance have been well documented from laboratory, telescopic
and spacecraft observations of the Moon, asteroids, and planetary
satellites (e.g., Lane and Irvine, 1973; Millis et al., 1976; Gradie
et al., 1980; Bell et al., 2002). Photometric phase functions of asteroids are derived by observing the change in brightness (typically in
V magnitude) as a function of phase angle from ground-based
observations and have been modeled using Hapke (1981, 1984,
1986) and Lumme and Bowell (1981a,b) scattering theories. The
phase function contains important information about the physical
properties of the surface (e.g., single-scattering albedo, particle
size, packing, large scale roughness, transparency, etc.).
An important photometric effect is the steep increase in brightness for phase angles less than 7° (Opposition Effect) which has
been explained as being a consequence of disappearing shadows
at extremely low phase angle or coherent backscattering (e.g.,
Shkuratov, 1988; Hapke, 1990; Rosenbush et al., 2006; Hapke
et al., 2009). The intensity of the opposition effect depends on the
object’s albedo where low and medium albedo objects (<25%) show
no dependence of opposition effect with albedo and high albedo objects (E-type asteroids and Vesta) show a steeper opposition effect.
Spectral phase effects are manifested primarily as phase reddening and spectral band changes. Phase reddening is an effect
where the spectral slope of the reﬂectance spectrum reddens with
increasing phase angle. This effect on pyroxene reﬂectance spectra
has not been extensively examined (Adams and Filice, 1967;
Pieters, 1983; Yon and Pieters, 1988). The effects caused by viewing geometry are known to be wavelength dependent (e.g., French
and Veverka, 1983). This suggests that spectral variations seen on
asteroid surfaces (e.g., Clark et al., 2002) may be attributable, at
least in part, to viewing geometry variations (e.g., Nathues, 2000,
2010; Cord et al., 2003; Piatek et al., 2004).
Gradie et al. (1980) studied spectral phase effects on laboratory
spectra of meteorites and minerals and found an increase in spectral slope and absorption band depth with increasing phase angle.
Ground based observations of main belt asteroids (4) Vesta by
Gaffey (1997) and (306) Unitas by Reddy et al. (2005) have conﬁrmed these spectral phase effects. NEAR Shoemaker spacecraft
observations of near-Earth Asteroid (433) Eros conducted by the
Near-Infrared Spectrometer (NIS) showed the most intense phase
angle effects in the 1-lm absorption band. Clark et al. (2002) concluded that correcting for photometric and phase angle effect is
important for accurate mineralogical interpretation of spacecraft
spectral observations.
Band depth of an absorption feature is related to the abundance
of the absorbing species in the surface material (Burns, 1993), but
is also inﬂuenced by particle size (Gaffey et al., 1993). Gaffey
(1997) noted a 7% variation in band depth of the 1-lm pyroxene
absorption feature as Vesta rotates. This change in band depth
could be attributed to an increase in abundance of maﬁc mineral
(like pyroxene) or particle size effects on Vesta’s surface. The phase
angle effect leads (often) to a change in band depth, which results
in an overestimation of the pyroxene content and an increase in
spectral slope which can be misinterpreted as being caused by
the space weathering process or the presence of metal on the surface. Both issues are expected to be critical for mineralogical analysis of Vesta data especially for the Dawn mission.
In an effort to constrain photometric and spectral phase effects,
we launched an observing campaign in 2010 with three main
objectives, to obtain (1) photometric lightcurves of Vesta at a broad
phase angle range to derive photometric phase functions that are
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valid for FC ﬁlters, (2) rotationally-resolved visible wavelength
(0.4–0.7 lm) spectra to constrain spectral slope variations by
phase angle and, (3) rotationally-resolved near-infrared wavelength (0.7–2.5 lm) spectra to constrain possible band depth
effects. Here we present out results from this study that will be
used for analyzing the data from the Framing Camera and the
VIR spectrometer on Dawn.

spectral band parameters and spectral colors. Our goal is to develop
a new temperature correction calibration based on HED meteorite
spectra that will correct near-IR spectra obtained using the VIR spectrometer on Dawn and color ratios from the Dawn Framing Camera
data.

1.3. Temperature-induced spectral effects

2.1. Observations and data reduction

Temperature effects on spectral shape are twofold: broadening
or narrowing of absorption features, and shifting of band centers
(Singer and Roush, 1985; Hinrichs and Lucey, 2002; Hinrichs
et al., 1999; Moroz et al., 2000; Schade and Wäsch, 1999). The thermally-induced variations of absorption features are explained by
Crystal Field Theory (CFT) (Burns, 1993). The works of Singer and
Roush (1985), Hinrichs and Lucey (2002), Hinrichs et al. (1999),
Moroz et al. (2000) and Schade and Wäsch (1999) summarize the
found effects on spectral parameters of olivine and pyroxene.
The primary absorption feature in olivine is centered near
1.04 lm and is composite of three bands, which are all caused by
the presence of Fe2+ cations (Burns, 1993). With increasing temperature, this feature broadens and the resolution of the 0.45 and
0.64 lm Fe2+ spin-forbidden transitions is reduced. The 1.04 lm
band broadens signiﬁcantly with increased temperature (80–
400 K) on the longer wavelength side of the composite absorption
feature (Singer and Roush, 1985; Hinrichs and Lucey, 2002;
Hinrichs et al., 1999; Moroz et al., 2000; Schade and Wäsch,
1999). Based on high temperature X-ray crystallographic data, olivines and pyroxenes are known to show two trends where the
expansion of the coordination sites is not identical (Burns, 1993).
The average surface temperature (T) of an asteroid can be determined using the equation

Photometric observations of Vesta were obtained with an 8-in.
F/4 Newtonian telescope and SBIG ST-10 CCD Camera at the Ironwood Remote Observatory, a private observatory on Oahu, Hawai’i.
All observations were obtained in automated scripted mode. Lightcurves were obtained using the spare Dawn Framing Camera ﬁlter
set, which was on loan from the Max-Planck Institute for Solar System Research, Germany. The Dawn ﬁlter set consists of a clear ﬁlter
plus seven narrowband interference ﬁlters with FWHM of 40 nm.
The ﬁlter’s band passes and transmission curves are shown in Fig. 1
and listed in Table 1. Observations were taken in sequence starting
with clear and cycling through the seven ﬁlters and this process repeated till full rotational coverage was achieved. Observational circumstances for the photometry data are listed in Table 2. Note that
the sub-Earth latitude given is planetographic calculated using the
Thomas et al. (1997) pole position.
The data reduction has been accomplished using the MPO Canopus Software (Brian D. Warner, Publishing, 2009a). MPO Canopus is
a full-featured astrometry and photometry program capable of
providing high accuracy results. This software includes many different applications to process and measure astronomical images,
do photometric transforms, generate lightcurves, analyze periods
and times of minimum, etc. (Warner, 2006).
Lightcurves in each ﬁlter for 15 different nights have been obtained using the derived magnitudes method. With this procedure

T ¼ ½ð1  AÞLo =16gerpr 2 1=4

ð1Þ

2. Photometric observations

where A is the albedo of the asteroid, Lo is the solar luminosity
(3.827  1026 W), g is the beaming factor (assumed to be unity)
(from Cohen et al. (1998)), e is the asteroid’s infrared emissivity (assumed to be 0.9), r is the Stefan–Boltzman constant (5.67 
108 J s1 m2 K4), and r is the asteroid’s distance from the Sun
(meters). The Band I center of olivine essentially remains unchanged with change in temperature (Burns, 1970; Singer and
Roush, 1985; Hinrichs and Lucey, 2002.) However, the band centers
of both Bands I and II absorption features in pyroxene shift to longer
wavelength with increasing temperature (Lucey et al., 2002).
Moroz et al. (2000) measured the change in band centers of two
pyroxenes (bronzite and enstatite) at different temperatures (293,
173 and 80 K). Based on this Burbine et al. (2009) developed a set
of equations for band center correction for temperature.
Bronzite

Band I center correction ðlmÞ ¼ 0:0047  0:000015  T ðKÞ

ð2Þ

Band II center correction ðlmÞ ¼ 0:044  0:00015  T ðKÞ

ð3Þ

Fig. 1. Transmission proﬁles of the Dawn Framing Camera ﬁlters.

Enstatite

Band I center correction ðlmÞ ¼ 0:0054  0:000019  T ðKÞ

ð4Þ

Band II center correction ðlmÞ ¼ 0:0649  0:00022  T ðKÞ

ð5Þ

Typically, Band I center corrections are small (0.0005 lm)
while Band II corrections are slightly larger (0.01 lm), but this
may vary depending on the mineral and the temperature difference.
Unfortunately, no calibrations exist for temperature corrections that
are based on HED meteorite spectra. Part of the problem is the difﬁculty in obtaining high-quality spectra of samples at different
temperatures. In this work we have reanalyzed spectra of HED
meteorites taken between 80 and 400 K to constrain the effects on

Table 1
Dawn Framing Camera ﬁlter names, band passes and FWHM used in our
photometric study (Sierks et al., 2011).
Dawn FC designation
F8
F2
F7
F3
F6
F4
F5

keff (lm)
+0.010/0.030

0.438
0.555+0.015/0.028
0.653+0.018/0.024
0.749+0.022/0.022
0.829+0.018/0.018
0.917+0.024/0.021
0.965+0.056/0.029

FWHM (lm)
0.040
0.043
0.042
0.044
0.036
0.045
0.086
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Table 2
Observing circumstances for photometry data.
Dates of
observations

Visual
magnitude

Sub-Earth latitude
(°)

Phase angle
(°)

February-21, 2010
February-24, 2010
February-25, 2010
March-7, 2010
March-12, 2010
March-13 2010
March-21, 2010
March-24, 2010
March-27, 2010
April-11, 2010
April-12, 2010
April-25, 2010
April-26, 2010
April-27, 2010
May-11, 2010

6.13
6.16
6.18
6.36
6.43
6.47
6.62
6.68
6.74
7.01
7.03
7.24
7.26
7.27
7.46

32.29
32.24
32.22
32.17
32.20
32.21
32.33
32.40
32.47
32.96
32.99
33.47
33.51
33.54
33.95

3.8
4.7
5.0
9.3
11.2
11.9
15.2
16.3
17.3
21.6
21.9
24.2
24.4
24.5
25.7

it is possible to obtain a catalog-based magnitude for the asteroid
by ﬁnding the instrumental magnitude difference between the
asteroid and a set of comparison stars, and then adding the mean
catalog magnitude of the comparisons. It is important to point
out that catalogs of comparisons stars do not include the magnitudes in the dawn FC ﬁlters (see discussion below). When using
several comparison stars, a separate derived magnitude is computed for each target-comparison pair and the mean of those derived values becomes the derived magnitude for the comparison.
The error is given by the standard deviation, in magnitudes of
the mean of the derived magnitude value. For additional details
about this procedure refer to the MPO Canopus User Guide
(http://bdwpublishing.com/about-us.aspx).
Different problems that arose during the observations made the
data processing a very challenging task. Due to the thickness of the
ﬁlters, specially the F4, F5 and F6 (5 mm), an internal reﬂection
from one layer to the other was produced causing a ‘‘ghost image’’
that can be seen as a halo around the stars and the target. The
brightness of Vesta was also an inconvenience. Due to the brightness of the asteroid (V. Mag 6.0) it was challenging to keep the
detector from saturating. Due to this limitation the exposure times
had to kept short (0.001 s) which resulted in very low signal from
the comparison stars and subsequently higher noise. A related
problem to the short exposure time is the ‘shutter effect,’ where
the S/N was higher for the stars closer to the middle of the frame
than at the edge.
An additional problem during the data reduction was related to
the limitations of the catalog magnitudes of the comparison stars,
which were only available in standard ﬁlters. Since we have customized ﬁlters, the magnitudes of the asteroid that we have obtained correspond to the Johnson ﬁlters. This means that the best
we could do was to ﬁnd the closest in response to the Dawn ﬁlters
(see Table 1). We caution that any use of this data should account
for uncertainties introduced by this assumption. For the F8 we
found that the closest in response was the Johnson B ﬁlter (center
of the photometric band 0.43 lm), for the F2 the Johnson V
(0.55 lm), for the F7 and F3 the Johnson R (0.70 lm), and for the
F6, F4 and F5 the Johnson I (0.90 lm). Due to the broad nature of
the Johnson ﬁlters, Dawn FC ﬁlters lie within their passbands (relatively close to the peak of the spectral response), however since
these are different ﬁlters the derived magnitudes that we have obtained only provide us with an approximation for the apparent
magnitude of the asteroid. The situation for the ﬁlters F4, F5 and
F6 was the most difﬁcult, on one hand due to the problem of the
ghost image mentioned before, and the other because the closest
in response was the Johnson I ﬁlter, which is about 0.07 lm off
with respect to the F5 and F6. As a result, it was not possible to

generate the lightcurves for all the nights and their error bars are
larger than those obtained with the other ﬁlters.
A correction to unity distances at a ﬁxed phase angle was applied
to the entire data set by using the standard correction of 5  log(rR),
where ‘‘r’’ is the Earth–asteroid distance and ‘‘R’’ is the Sun–asteroid
distance (both values in AU), in this way the magnitudes obtained
are those that the object would have if it were at 1 AU from the
Sun and 1 AU from the Earth at the given phase angle.
2.2. Analysis
We ﬁt the phase functions of Vesta through all FC ﬁlters except
for F8, which has an effective wavelength of 440 nm and suffers
additional difﬁculties in the calibration due to the characteristics
of the ﬁlter. The lightcurve of Vesta is single-peaked with an amplitude of about 0.15–0.2 magnitude over all wavelengths we observed, and is dominated by its surface albedo variations rather
than shape (Binzel et al., 1997; Li et al., 2010). Therefore we took
the mid-point between the minimum and the maximum of each
lightcurve to represent the average surface and construct the phase
function of Vesta through each ﬁlter. The modeling is based on the
mid-point lightcurve phase function. The nominal measurement
errors of the photometric data are much smaller than the lightcurve amplitude. For some cases the measured brightness variations of Vesta at similar phase angle varies from night to night,
caused by telescope systematics and/or observing conditions.
Fig. 2 shows an example of the phase function and the modeling
for ﬁlter F4.
Two empirical phase function models were used, including a
linear model and the IAU HG phase function model (Bowell et al.,
1989). For linear ﬁt, we only used data points with phase angles
higher than 7° in order to avoid including the opposition effect,
which cannot be characterized from our data due to the limited
coverage at low phase angles. The ﬁt returns phase slopes ranging
from 0.019 through F5 to 0.029 mag/deg through F6 (Fig. 3 top panel). The uncertainties are typically 10–15%. With the large uncertainties of ﬁtted parameters, there is no systematic trend for the
phase slope with respect to wavelength visible outside of the 1lm band. Within the band, it appears to be a decreasing trend of
phase slope with wavelength, but not statistically signiﬁcant. The

Fig. 2. The observed phase function of Vesta through F4 (symbols) at 920 nm
wavelength, and the ﬁt with two models. The values mag(1,1,alpha) refer to the
magnitude corrected to observer range and target heliocentric distance both at 1
AU. Each symbol represents the mid-point between the maximum and minimum of
a single lightcurve obtained in one night. The error bars show the observed
lightcurve amplitude. The dashed line is a linear model with data at phase angle
higher than 7°. The dash-dot line is the best-ﬁt IAU HG phase function.
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Barbara Instrument Group (SBIG) SGS spectrograph and a SBIG
ST-7ME thermoelectrically-cooled CCD camera. The observations
were made from Goodricke–Pigott Observatory, a small private
observatory in Tucson, Arizona. The CCD and pixel size are
6.9  4.3 mm and 9  9 lm respectively. The spectrograph is
equipped with two gratings. We used the 150 lines/mm grating
providing a dispersion of 4.3 Å/pixel across the 765 active pixels
of the CCD. The narrow entrance slit with an effective width of
18 lm lead to an effective width of 0.95 arcsec and had a total covered spectral range of 3290 Å (4.3  765).
The procedure for each observation was to acquire four individual 300-s integrations allowing us to compute an average image
(median) free of cosmic rays. Eight dark images were mediancombined and subtracted from the observations to remove the
pixel-to-pixel thermal dark current pattern. Image processing
involving the dark-subtraction and median-combining was done
with Maxim DL. Spectral data processing was done with VSpec.
VSpec permitted wavelength calibration using mercury and neon
lamps, sky subtraction, and ﬂux calibration using G2 V reference
star Rho Corona Borealis. Observational circumstances for the
visible data are provided in Table 3.
3.2. Analysis

Fig. 3. The best-ﬁt phase slope parameters as a function of wavelength through FC
ﬁlters (top panel). Bottom panel shows the best-ﬁt IAU G parameter. The ﬁt for F3 is
not shown here because of the bad quality of photometric data.

shallowest phase slope is inside the 1-lm maﬁc band (ﬁlter F5)
with a value of 0.019 mag/deg.
IAU HG phase function model is a purely empirical model based
on main belt asteroids and then extended to all asteroids. Two
parameters are used: H is the absolute magnitude at zero phase angle, and G is a parameter to characterize phase slope with higher
value corresponding to shallower phase slope (Bowell et al.,
1989). For IAU HG phase function model ﬁt, we used data points
at all phase angles. The range of ﬁtted G parameter is from 0.22
to 0.37, with model uncertainties of 10–15% (Fig. 3 bottom panel).
These values are consistent with those reported by other authors
(e.g., Lagerkvist et al., 1992; Piironen et al., 1997; Hasegawa et
al., 2009) within the uncertainty. Similar with linear ﬁt, no systematic trend for the slope parameter G is evident with the large scatter and ﬁtted uncertainties.
2.3. Summary
We found that the phase slopes, and the H and G values are in
general consistent with previous results. However, no trend for the
phase slope and G parameter with respect to wavelength is observed. These inconclusive results are probably due to the large
uncertainty in the photometric data resulted from the difﬁculty
of obtaining high quality photometric data from the FC ﬁlters,
and the limitations we had during the data reduction process.
3. Visible spectroscopic observations
3.1. Observations and data reduction
The visible spectral data (0.4–0.70 lm) were acquired by using
a C14 telescope (1400 aperture, f/11 optics) equipped with a Santa

Visible spectral observations from each night were averaged to
create a full rotationally averaged spectrum for each phase angle.
Spectral slope was calculated by normalizing the data to unity at
0.55 lm and then ﬁtting a straight-line continuum to the data between 0.55 and 0.70 lm. This procedure was repeated for all observed nights, the measured values are presented in Table 4. A
comparison of the spectral slopes values provides an empirical
estimate of the error. After correcting for the phase reddening
(see Eq. (8)) we found that the 1  r error associated to the corrected spectral slopes is 0.043%/lm. A similar approach has been
used in the past by other authors (e.g., Luu and Jewitt, 1990).
Fig. 4 shows the full rotationally averaged visible spectra of Vesta
on three nights at phase angles of 3.7°, 10.7° and 25.1° (from bottom to top). In this plot the spectra obtained at phase angles 17.4°
and 25.0° were omitted and the data was normalized to unity at
0.4 lm for clarity. Extracted slope values have been used to calculate the rate of change in slope (reddening coefﬁcient) with phase
angle. Fig. 5 plots spectral slope as a function of phase angle. From
this ﬁgure is possible to see how the spectral slope (ﬁlled black diamonds) increase with increasing phase angle. The black line is a

Table 3
Observing circumstances for visible spectral data.
Dates of
observations

Visual
magnitude

Sub-Earth latitude
(°)

Phase angle
(°)

February-20, 2010
March-10, 2010
March-27, 2010
May-01, 2010
May-02, 2010

6.12
6.41
6.74
7.33
7.34

32.31
32.18
32.47
33.67
33.67

3.7
10.7
17.4
25.0
25.1

Table 4
Visible spectral slopes. The 1  r error associated to the
spectral slopes is 0.043%/lm.
Phase angle (°)

Spectral slope (%/lm)

3.7
10.7
17.4
25.1

0.867
0.907
1.098
1.271
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on Vesta would lead to inaccurate interpretation of both Dawn FC
and VIR data.
4. NIR spectroscopic observations
4.1. Observations and data reduction

Fig. 4. Full rotation average visible spectra of Vesta taken at 3.7° (crosses), 10.7°
(squares) and 25.1° (triangles) phase angle.

Fig. 5. Spectral slope of Vesta in VIS (0.55–0.70 lm) as a function of phase angle.
The slopes were determined from full rotation average spectra shown in Fig. 4. The
estimated error associated to the measured spectral slopes is 0.043%/lm.

linear ﬁt (R2 = 0.94) through this data set. This gives us an equation
to calculate the effect of phase angle on spectral slope,




Spectral Slope ¼ 0:0198  ðaÞ þ 0:7538 0 < a 6 25

ð6Þ

where a is the phase angle. Based on this equation, the spectral
slope of Vesta increases 20% for every 10° increase in phase angle.
This phase angle inﬂuence needs consideration before any interpretation can be made regarding the degree of space weathering based
on visible wavelength slope. From Eq. (6) the reddening coefﬁcient
is given by

c ¼ 0:0198%=lm=deg

ð7Þ

Thus, the corrected spectral slope Sc is




Sc ¼ S  ca 0 < a 6 25

ð8Þ

Near-IR (0.64–2.5 lm) spectral observations of asteroid (4)
Vesta were conducted using the low-resolution SpeX instrument
in prism mode (Rayner et al., 2003) on the NASA Infrared Telescope
Facility (IRTF). Apart from Vesta, local standard star and solar analog star observations were also performed to correct for telluric
absorption and solar continuum, respectively. Nearly 4000 spectra
of the asteroid were obtained during each night that covered a full
rotation of Vesta. Detailed description of the observing protocol is
presented in Reddy et al. (2009). Observational circumstances for
SpeX data are presented in Table 5.
SpeX prism data were processed using the IDL-based Spextool
provided by the NASA IRTF (Cushing et al., 2004). Analysis of the
data to determine spectral band parameters like band centers,
band depths and Band Area Ratio (BAR) was done using SpecPR
based on the protocols discussed by Cloutis et al. (1986), Gaffey
et al. (2002), and Gaffey (2003, 2005). All-night average spectra
were used to extract spectral band parameters. Band centers were
calculated by dividing out the linear continuum and ﬁtting an n-order polynomial over the bottom third of each band. Band areas and
band depths were calculated from continuum removed absorption
features in SpecPR. While asteroid continua are probably not
straight lines, applying straight line continua systematically for
lab and asteroid data gives us the ability to interpret asteroid spectra using lab-based spectral calibrations and eliminate the effects
of spectral slope. After ratioing the absorption feature to a
straight-line continuum, a subroutine in SpecPR was used to calculate the area under the curve. The ratio of Band II area to Band I
area gives the BAR. The errors of the band centers were estimated
from 10 measurements of each one of them using different order
polynomial ﬁts (typically third and fourth order), and then calculating the 1  r (standard deviation of the mean) error from the
multiple measurements of the band centers. This procedure was
repeated for each all-night average spectrum and then the average
1  r was taken as the error. We estimated 1  r errors of 0.001
and 0.002 lm for the Band I center and Band II center respectively.
A similar procedure was used to determine the uncertainties of the
band depths and band areas. Ten measurements of each parameter
were taken by sampling different ranges of points within the corresponding intervals. The errors are given by the average 1  r calculated from the multiple measurements of each band parameter.
The 1  r error associated to Band I and Band II depths is 0.1%. For
the BAR value we obtained an average error of 0.01. Spectral band
parameters for Near-IR data of Vesta are presented in Table 6.

where S is the measured spectral slope.

4.2. Vesta phase angle data: spectral band analysis

3.3. Results

Near-infrared spectra of Vesta for full rotational coverage were
similarly averaged to obtain an all-night average spectrum. For the

Spectral slope especially in the visible has been traditionally
used as a measure for the degree of space weathering (Gaffey,
2010). From our analysis of visible spectral slope it is conﬁrmed that
one has to decouple the effect on spectral slope due to phase angle
before any analysis can be made to quantify the effects of space
weathering. If one assumes lunar-style space weathering to be prevalent on Vesta then a corresponding decrease in albedo will be
noted with increasing spectral slope and decreasing band depth
in spectra of terrains where space weathering is active. Hence
assuming spectral slope to be the sole indicator of space weathering

Table 5
Observing circumstances for Near-IR data.
Dates of
observations

Visual
magnitude

Sub-Earth latitude
(°)

Phase angle
(°)

February-23, 2010
March-7, 2010
March-26, 2010
May-02, 2010

6.15
6.36
6.72
7.34

32.25
32.17
32.45
33.67

4.87
9.5
17.0
24.0
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Table 6
Spectral band parameters for Near-IR data of Vesta. The 1  r errors of Band I and
Band II centers are 0.001 and 0.002 lm respectively. The 1  r error associated to
Band I and Band II depths is 0.1%. For the BAR value the average error is 0.01.
Phase
angle (°)

Band I
center (lm)

Band I
depth (%)

Band II
center (lm)

Band II
depth (%)

BAR

4.87
9.50
17.00
24.00

0.928
0.932
0.928
0.929

30.08
31.29
33.37
34.60

1.932
1.931
1.910
1.948

23.27
24.09
25.60
26.08

2.28
1.74
2.22
2.27

four nights an average of approximately 16,000 spectra were used
to create the ﬁnal spectra for our analysis. Fig. 6 shows the allnight average spectra of Vesta for two of the four nights at phase
angles of 4.4° (top dotted) and 17.0° (bottom line). The other two
nights have been omitted for clarity and the data is normalized
at 0.75 lm. Spectral band parameters, primarily Bands I and II
depths, were measured for all four nights and plotted as a function
of phase angle in Fig. 7.
Fig. 7 (top panel) shows an increase of Band I depth with
increasing phase angle, the black diamonds are actual measured
Band I depths and the black line is a linear ﬁt (R2 = 0.99) through
the measured values. This gives us an equation to estimate the correction factor for Band I depth assuming that the phase angle is the
only factor affecting the band depth,

c1 ¼ 0:2402%=deg

ð9Þ

Then the corrected Band I depth BIdepc is


BIdepc ¼ BIdep  c1 a 0 < a 6 25



ð10Þ

where BIdep is the measured Band I depth. Based on the linear ﬁt
shown in Fig. 7 (top panel) the band depth increases 2.35% for every
10° increase in phase angle. Fig. 7 (bottom panel) shows a similar
relationship between Band II depth and phase angle giving us the
equations,

c2 ¼ 0:1525%=deg


BIIdepc ¼ BIIdep  c2 a 0 < a 6 25

ð11Þ
ð12Þ

where BIIdepc and BIIdep are the corrected and measured Band II
depth respectively. The rate of change for Band II depth is 1.5% for
every 10° increase in phase angle, which is much lower than the
Band I depth change.
From our analysis of near-IR spectra of Vesta it is clear that the
depth of the absorption bands change with phase angle, with the
rate of change being higher for Band I than for Band II. A similar
trend was found from spacecraft observations of Asteroid (433)

Fig. 6. Full rotation average near-IR spectra of Vesta taken at 4.4° (top dotted) and
17.0° (bottom line) phase angle. The data is normalized to unity at 0.75 lm.

Fig. 7. Change in Vesta’s Band I and Band II depths as a function of phase angle. The
1  r error of Band I and Band II depths (0.1%) is smaller than the data points. The
black lines are linear ﬁts through the measured values.

Eros (Bell et al., 2002) and can be explained as the result of the
wavelength dependence of the single-scattering albedo and the
phase function (Gradie et al., 1980; Gradie and Veverka, 1986;
Clark et al., 2002). Small variations on Band centers with increasing
phase angle were observed, but no systematic trends were found
within the data.
While we have observed and quantiﬁed phase angle-induced
spectral effects on Vesta, it is useful to test and see how much they
will affect the mineralogical interpretation of spectral data from
the Dawn mission. Band depth alone provides little quantitative
information about the mineralogy of the surface because it is affected by both mineral chemistry and grain size (as well as phase
angle). A more relevant parameter is the BAR value. In olivine–
orthopyroxene mixtures, the BAR increases with increasing pyroxene content and a decrease in BAR (coupled with increase Band I
center) is typically an indication of increasing olivine content.
Gaffey (1997) used this calibration and suggested the presence of
olivine-rich regions on the surface of Vesta based on ground-based
observations. Disk-resolved spectra of Vesta’s surface from the VIR
spectrometer should be able to detect olivine-rich regions similar
to those suggested by Gaffey (1997) or in the 20 km deep South
Pole Impact crater.
Fig. 8 shows the ‘‘all night’’ average BAR values for Vesta at four
different phase angles (black diamonds). The plot also shows BAR
ranges for Vesta’s northern hemisphere as measured by Gaffey
(1997), Vesta’s southern hemisphere as measured by Reddy et al.
(2010), 21 HED samples from the RELAB database, and inner main
belt Vestoids from Moskovitz et al. (2010). Phase angles of these
BAR ranges have been arbitrarily given offset values of 3°, 6°, 9°,
and 12° for clarity. A linear ﬁt (R2 = 0.98) to the BAR values of Vesta
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for the four different phase angles gives us an equation to calculate
the effect of phase angle on BAR,


BAR ¼ 0:0292  ðaÞ þ 1:5823 0 < a 6 25



ð13Þ

Based on this ﬁt, Vesta’s BAR increases 0.30° for a 10° increase
in phase angle. Then the reddening coefﬁcient and the corrected
BAR are given by

c3 ¼ 0:0292=deg


BARc ¼ BAR  c3 a 0 < a 6 25

ð14Þ
ð15Þ

Looking at this plot it is evident that the BAR for Vesta changes
signiﬁcantly just due to composition than due to any phase angle
effects. While this might be true, mineralogical interpretation of
observations of the same surface feature at two different phase
angles would produce different olivine/pyroxene ratios if the data
were not corrected for spectral phase effects. So it is important to
decouple effects of phase angle on BAR from real BAR change due
to composition. For example, if the BAR of an olivine-rich surface
unit observed at 20° phase angle is 1.1, the same unit will have a
BAR of 1.4 when observed at 30° phase angle. This would translate
to olivine content of 51 ± 1% at 20° phase angle and 44 ± 1% at 30°
phase angle for the same surface unit based on calibrations by
Burbine et al. (2003). The other issue one cannot ignore is that
the application of any of these corrections to spectral band parameters is only for comparing relative BAR values of the same surface
unit. Comparison of absolute values could be made if all the data
was normalized to a common phase angle.
5. Laboratory spectra

Fig. 8. Full rotation average BAR values of Vesta (black diamonds) at four different
phase angles. The 1  r error of BAR (0.01) is smaller than the data points. Also
plotted are BAR ranges for Vesta’s northern hemisphere (square) as measured by
Gaffey (1997), Vesta’s southern hemisphere (circle) as measured by Reddy et al.
(2010), 21 HED samples (triangle) from RELAB database, and inner main belt
Vestoids (cross) from Moskovitz et al. (2010). Phase angles of these BAR ranges have
been arbitrarily given offset values of 3°, 6°, 9°, and 12° for clarity. The linear ﬁt was
done only to the full rotation average BAR values of Vesta. The vertical lines shown
for Gaffey (1997), Reddy et al. (2010), RELAB database and Vestoids depict the
observed spread in BAR due to composition variations.

Fig. 9. Spectra of the eucrite Moama taken at 13° and 120° phase angle. Both
spectra have been normalized to unity at 0.55 lm.

5.1. Phase angle and temperature series
In order to determine the effects of phase angle variations on
pyroxene reﬂectance spectra, we utilized two samples in this
study. One is the <45 lm fraction of a terrestrial low-calcium
pyroxene (LCP; PYX032: Fs41.5En54.9Wo3.6). The second is a sample
of the eucrite Moama sieved to 74–250 lm. The eucrite sample
was selected for this study because eucrites are believed to have
derived from Vesta (the main focus of this study). The eucrite
Moama consists of 49 vol.% plagioclase feldspar (An94) and
48.9 vol.% pyroxene (Fs39.4En53.0Wo7.6 for the primary pigeonite)
(Lovering, 1975).
Reﬂectance spectra in the 0.35–2.50 lm wavelength range were
measured at the University of Winnipeg’s HOSERLab with an ASD
FieldSpec Pro HR spectrometer, equipped with a ﬁber optic cable
to direct reﬂected light to the spectrometer’s three internal detectors (Cloutis et al., 2010). The ﬁber cable consists of 75 randomly
arranged 200 lm diameter optical ﬁbers. This helps to minimize
any viewing differences for the three detectors. Each ﬁber has an
acceptance angle of 25°. Sample illumination was provided by a
150 W quartz-tungsten-halogen in-house collimated light source.
A total of 200 spectra were averaged to improve signal to noise.
A calibrated SpectralonÓ disk was used as a reﬂectance standard. It was measured at an incident angle i = 13° and emission angle e = 0° (13° phase angle). The powdered samples were placed in
aluminum sample cups that were wide and deep enough to ensure
that the powdered sample completely ﬁlled the ﬁeld of view of the
spectrometer. The sample was not moved during the entire set of

Table 7
Spectral band parameters for the eucrite Moama, particle size <45 lm. The average 1  r errors of Band I and Band II centers are 0.001 and 0.002 lm respectively. The average
1  r errors associated to Band I and Band II depths are 0.2% and 0.15% respectively, while the average error of the BAR value is 0.01.
Incidence angle (°)

Emission angle (°)

Phase angle (°)

Band I center (lm)

Band I depth (%)

Band II center (lm)

Band II depth (%)

BAR

13.00
30.00
0.00
30.00
60.00
30.00
0.00
60.00
30.00
60.00

0.00
0.00
30.00
60.00
0.00
30.00
60.00
30.00
60.00
60.00

13
30
30
30
60
60
60
90
90
120

0.940
0.937
0.937
0.937
0.942
0.940
0.932
0.935
0.926
0.931

62.00
61.05
59.88
59.90
62.21
62.46
58.77
60.17
59.41
50.30

1.963
1.958
1.952
1.953
1.946
1.957
1.955
1.950
1.965
1.953

52.00
51.90
49.95
49.96
53.00
52.00
48.50
52.42
49.58
40.30

1.68
1.71
1.62
1.70
1.72
1.65
1.66
1.79
1.69
1.57
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spectral measurements. The spectra were measured in the phase
angle range between 13° and 120° with an in-house goniometer
that allowed i and e to be varied independently. The measured data
were corrected for dark current, detector offsets at 1.00 and
1.83 lm, as well as small irregularities in Spectralon’s reﬂectance
in the 2.0–2.5 lm region. All the spectra were calibrated against
the i = 13° and e = 0° Spectralon standard. The ASD spectrometer
has a spectral resolution of between 2 nm (in the visible region)
and 7 nm (in the near infrared), with a sampling interval of
1.4 nm. The data are internally interpolated to provide an output
at 1 nm intervals.
Reﬂectance spectra over the 2–5 lm range were measured with
a Bruker Vertex 70 FTIR spectrometer equipped with a KBr
beamsplitter, a glowbar light source, an MCT broadband detector,
and a Specac Monolayer Grazing Angle goniometer, which allows
i and e to be varied independently. Reﬂectance spectra over the
2–5 lm range were measured relative to a Labsphere diffuse gold
(Infragold) standard. The reﬂectance standard was measured at
i = 18° and e = 0° (note that the lowest phase angle possible for this
spectrometer is 18°). For this wavelength range the spectra were
obtained at phase angles between 18° and 120°. The resultant data
were corrected for dark current and calibrated against the gold
standard measured at i = 18° and e = 0°. Spectra were measured
with a spectral resolution of 15 cm1. A total of 2500 scans were
acquired and averaged to improve signal to noise. The sample
chamber was sealed and ﬂushed with dry nitrogen passed through
Drierite. In the conﬁguration used for these measurements, the
sample chamber had to be opened to adjust the goniometer. The
chamber was ﬂushed for at least 5 min prior to each new spectral
measurement.
Data of temperature spectral series were obtained from two
published sources, Hinrichs and Lucey (2002) and Schade and
Wäsch (1999), and reanalyzed after resampling to the Dawn FC
and VIR wavelength ranges.

All three plots indicate a general decrease in band depths and BAR
from the lowest phase angle 13° to 30°, followed by relatively
unchanging values between 30° and 90°, and a dramatic drop from

5.2. Eucrite and LCP phase angle series: (0.35–2.5 lm)
Moama is a pyroxene–plagioclase cumulate eucrite similar to
Serra de Mage consisting of 49.1 vol.% plagioclase and 48.9% pyroxene (Lovering, 1975) with a mean pyroxene chemistry of approximately Fs43Wo8. Fig. 9 shows spectra from two extreme ends of the
phase angle range (13° and 120°), clearly showing the differences
in band depths.
Spectral band parameters of Moama and the terrestrial LCP and
their uncertainties were measured following the same procedure
described in Section 4.1. For these samples we found that the average 1  r errors of Band I and Band II depths are 0.2% and 0.15%
respectively, while the average error of the BAR value is 0.01. Spectral band parameters for the eucrite Moama and the LCP are presented in Tables 7 and 8 respectively. Fig. 10 shows the Band
depths, and Band Area Ratio of Moama as a function of phase angle.

Fig. 10. Plot showing the change in Band I, Band II depths and Band Area Ratio of
the eucrite Moama as a function of phase angle. The 1  r errors of Band I depth
(0.2%), Band II depths (0.15%) and BAR (0.01) are smaller than the data points.

Table 8
Spectral band parameters for orthopyroxene (PYX032), particle size <45 lm. The average 1  r errors of Band I and Band II centers are 0.001 and 0.002 lm respectively. The
average 1  r errors associated to Band I and Band II depths are 0.2% and 0.15% respectively, while the average error of the BAR value is 0.01.
Incidence angle (°)

Emission angle (°)

Phase angle (°)

Band I center (lm)

Band I depth (%)

Band II center (lm)

Band II depth (%)

BAR

13.00
30.00
0.00
30.00
60.00
30.00
0.00
60.00
30.00
60.00

0.00
0.00
30.00
60.00
0.00
30.00
60.00
30.00
60.00
60.00

13.00
30.00
30.00
30.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
90.00
90.00
120.00

0.935
0.936
0.935
0.935
0.936
0.935
0.934
0.935
0.932
0.933

43.52
44.99
46.26
45.28
43.54
45.90
45.40
43.57
41.01
36.88

1.962
1.966
1.972
1.964
1.960
1.967
1.970
1.964
1.961
1.956

32.81
33.61
35.12
34.91
31.78
35.38
33.68
33.04
29.93
26.14

2.11
2.08
2.09
2.18
1.98
2.18
2.06
2.09
2.10
1.96
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90° to 120° phase angle. A similar trend is observed for the terrestrial LCP (Fig. 11) for phase angles higher than 30°, however for the
lowest phase angle the trend is the opposite to the eucrite Moama.
Due to the physical limitations of the instrument used for the measurements it is not possible to acquire spectra at phase angles lower than 13°, and therefore we cannot know whether the value
observed for Moama at a phase angle of 13° will continue increasing for lower phase angles or not. It is worth mentioning that different conﬁguration of the same phase angle will produce different
values and hence variations in the trend of the curve. This behavior
was noticed by Gradie et al. (1980) and can be seen in Figs. 10 and
11, where the multiple data points of the same phase angles correspond to different combination of the incident and emission angles. These variations and the difference in particle size could
explain the observed discrepancy between Moama and the terrestrial LCP. As in the case of the NIR spectra of Vesta small variations

on Band centers with increasing phase angle were observed, but no
systematic trends were found within the data.
5.3. Eucrite phase angle series: (2.5–5.0 lm)
Fig. 12 shows 2.5–5.0 lm spectra of Moama at three different
phase angles (top panel). At longer wavelengths, eucrites exhibit
an absorption band near 3 lm that is due to OH/H2O, which may
be present in a number of forms, such as adsorbed water, OH/
H2O-bearing alteration products, and ﬂuid inclusions, and is not
diagnostic of pyroxene. Moama also exhibits absorption bands
near 3.3–3.5 and 4.2–4.3 lm that are, respectively, attributable
to organic C–H stretching bands (likely due to residues of solvents
used to wet sieve the samples), and CO2 which was incompletely
purged from the sample chamber. None of these features are diagnostic of pyroxene. Weak absorption bands at 4.7–4.9 lm (Fig. 12
bottom panel) are Si–O overtones whose Si–O stretching fundamental bands lie between 8.7 and 12.0 lm (Saksena, 1961;
Hamilton, 2000).
5.4. Eucrite phase angle series: effects on spectral band parameters
Sunshine et al. (2004) used the Modiﬁed Gaussian Model
(MGM) technique to deconvolve spectra of several S-type asteroids
(including members of the Agnia and Merxia families) and suggested them to be mixtures of high (HCP) and low-Ca (LCP) pyroxenes. Using MGM they obtained the ratio of HCP/(HCP + LCP) and
suggested that this method could be used for identifying various
degrees of asteroid differentiation. This method could be applied

Fig. 11. Plot showing the change in Band I, Band II depths and Band Area Ratio of
the terrestrial LCP; PYX032: Fs41.5En54.9Wo3.6. The 1  r errors of Band I depth
(0.2%), Band II depths (0.15%) and BAR (0.01) are smaller than the data points.

Fig. 12. Mid-IR (2.5–5.0 lm) spectra of the eucrite Moama at three different phase
angles (top panel) and the 4.7–4.9 lm Si–O overtone at two different phase angles
(bottom panel).
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to VIR data from Dawn to extract the ratio of HCP in a mixture of
HCP and LCP, which are the primary absorbing species in eucrites.
We wanted to quantify how much the HCP/(HCP + LCP) ratio is affected by increasing band depth due to phase angle. Therefore, we
applied MGM analysis to laboratory spectra of Moama obtained at
various phase angles, however this attempt was largely unsuccessful. The inability to produce reasonable MGM ﬁts for complex
lithologies like Moama is a well-known challenge for the MGM
technique and is in part due to a lack of suitable calibration studies
of pyroxenes with iron compositions analogous to the eucrites
(Mayne et al., 2010). Nevertheless, detailing this unsuccessful
MGM analysis does provide useful insight into the spectral changes
that result from variable phase angle.
Spectra of Moama were obtained at phase angles of 13° and
120°. Table 9 summarizes our best ﬁts from the MGM analysis. A
two-pyroxene model with 10 absorption bands was required to
produce a ﬁt with residuals under 1%. The 10 MGM bands are as
follows: two charge transfer bands around 0.3 and 0.4 lm, a Cr3+
band around 0.6 lm, LCP bands near 0.9 and 1.8 lm, HCP bands
near 1.0 and 2.2 lm, an additional band shortwards of 0.9 lm
due to Fe2+ in the M1 site of pyroxene, one band around 1.2 lm
due to Fe2+ in the M1 site of LCP or HCP or plagioclase feldspar,
and an atmospheric water band longwards of 2.5 lm. MGMderived ﬁts to the spectra of other cumulate eucrites also employ
these 10 bands (Mayne et al., 2010). Attempts to ﬁt the spectra
of Moama with fewer bands produced markedly higher residuals.
Several features of these best-ﬁt MGM models suggest they are
unreasonable. First, the band parameters, though within the ranges
measured for eucrites (Mayne et al., 2010; Sunshine et al., 2004),
are in many cases at the limits of those ranges. For example, the
central wavelengths of the 1 lm LCP and HCP bands, 2 lm LCP
band and M1 band are all more than one standard deviation away
from the mean band centers for eucrites (Mayne et al., 2010).
Second, and perhaps more importantly, the pyroxene chemistry

Table 9
MGM analysis of the eucrite Moama phase angle spectra.
Bands

Band center (lm)

Phase angle 13°
Band 1
0.337
Band 2
0.415
Band 3
0.663
Band 4
0.817
Band 5
0.894
Band 6
1.022
Band 7
1.202
Band 8
1.806
Band 9
2.226
Band 10 2.711

Band width (lm)

Strength (log reﬂectance)

0.101
0.249
0.118
0.118
0.181
0.182
0.294
0.584
0.585
0.413

0.65
0.61
0.12
0.31
0.86
0.76
0.36
0.89
0.81
0.16

Continuum intercept = 0.945, slope = 0.005 lm1
RMS error = 0.70%
1 lm LCP/HCP = 1.14
2 lm LCP/HCP = 1.09
Phase angle 120°
Band 1
0.335
Band 2
0.426
Band 3
0.664
Band 4
0.811
Band 5
0.892
Band 6
1.022
Band 7
1.203
Band 8
1.801
Band 9
2.227
Band 10 2.714

0.108
0.249
0.122
0.118
0.181
0.186
0.297
0.582
0.564
0.412

Continuum intercept = 0.787, slope = 0.003 lm1
RMS error = 0.57%
1 lm LCP/HCP = 1.20
2 lm LCP/HCP = 1.20

0.50
0.48
0.12
0.24
0.66
0.55
0.28
0.66
0.55
0.11

implied by this best-ﬁt MGM model is inconsistent with Moama’s
known composition. The ratio of LCP to HCP band strengths for the
1 and 2 lm bands (Table 9) predict an average HCP/(HCP + LCP) value of 66% (Fig. 7 in Sunshine and Pieters (1993)). This is very different from X-ray diffraction data which show HCP/(HCP + LCP) of
15% for Moama (Lovering, 1975). The spectra of Moama cannot
reasonably be ﬁt with a model corresponding to 15% HCP content.
This may be due to differences in the inversion behavior of pigeonite between Moama and samples used by Sunshine and Pieters
(1993).
Though compositionally incorrect, the ﬁtted MGM bands for the
two spectra have nearly identical central wavelengths, widths and
relative strengths (Table 9). The spectrum measured at higher
phase angle exhibits lower spectral contrast, resulting in MGM
bands that are all consistently shallower by 20%. This general decrease in spectral contrast for large phase angles can be explained
by diffusive reﬂectance. Hapke (1993) derived an expression for
the diffusive reﬂectance (r0) as a power series of the single scattering albedo (w)

r0 ðwÞ ¼ ð1=4Þw þ ð1=8Þw2 þ ð5=64Þw3 þ   

ð16Þ

Table 10
Temperature series data for the eucrite EET8325 (particle size 45–90 lm) from
Hinrichs and Lucey (2002) acquired in the temperature range between 80 and 400 K.
The average 1  r errors of Band I and Band II centers are 0.001 and 0.002 lm
respectively. The average uncertainty of the BAR value is 0.01.
Temp. (K)

Band I center (lm)

Band II center (lm)

BAR

80
100
120
140
160
180
200
220
240
260
280
300
320
340
360
380
400

0.927
0.928
0.928
0.930
0.931
0.932
0.932
0.932
0.933
0.935
0.937
0.939
0.938
0.941
0.941
0.943
0.946

1.936
1.936
1.933
1.935
1.937
1.948
1.947
1.952
1.963
1.959
1.953
1.952
1.969
1.975
1.973
2.000
1.985

1.38
1.73
1.68
1.80
1.70
1.74
1.67
1.75
1.99
1.70
1.46
1.49
1.56
1.58
1.48
1.61
1.55

Table 11
Temperature series data for the howardite EET87503 (particle size 45–90 lm) from
Hinrichs and Lucey (2002) acquired in the temperature range between 80 and 400 K.
The average 1  r errors of Band I and Band II centers are 0.001 and 0.002 lm
respectively. The average uncertainty of the BAR value is 0.01.
Temp. (K)

Band I center (lm)

Band II center (lm)

BAR

80
100
120
140
160
180
200
220
240
260
280
300
320
340
360
380
400

0.928
0.930
0.928
0.929
0.932
0.932
0.932
0.931
0.934
0.935
0.937
0.939
0.938
0.942
0.941
0.944
0.946

1.934
1.937
1.935
1.938
1.945
1.947
1.949
1.951
1.968
1.958
1.958
1.953
1.970
1.968
1.971
2.003
1.976

1.71
1.75
1.66
1.80
1.75
1.75
1.67
1.80
2.02
1.70
1.52
1.50
1.59
1.62
1.52
1.64
1.54
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where the term wj is the contribution of the jth order of multiple
scattering to r0. When the bidirectional reﬂectance of a material is
measured at low phase angles, with the incident and emission angles close to the normal, the multiple scattering will be important
in the wings of the absorption band, where w is high, therefore
the higher-order terms in the expression above becomes signiﬁcant
and r0 will increase nonlinearly. However, the multiple scattering
will be less important within the band, where w is low and single
scattering is the primary contributor to the brightness, resulting
in a linear increase of r0 near the band center. As a consequence
the absorption bands become deeper. As the phase angle increases,
the multiply scattered light is less able to escape from a surface element to the mean surface, therefore only single scattering contributes throughout the whole band and r0 increase linearly in both the
wings and near the band center. As a consequence the absorption
bands become weaker. It is interesting that such a large shift in observed phase angle only affects band strength. If compositional

Table 12
Temperature series data for the diogenite Ellemeet (particle size 60–200 lm) from
Schade and Wäsch (1999) acquired in the temperature range between 80 and 373 K.
The average 1  r errors of Band I and Band II centers are 0.001 and 0.002 lm
respectively. The average uncertainty of the BAR value is 0.01.
Temp. (K)

Band I center (lm)

Band II center (lm)

BAR

80
173
288
373

0.922
0.919
0.924
0.925

1.890
1.903
1.915
1.929

2.48
2.27
2.19
2.13

information could be extracted from this MGM ﬁt, then it seems
that changes in phase angle would not obscure this interpretation.
For the 2.5–5.0 lm spectrum of Moama, measurement of spectral band parameters (band depth and center) of the 4.7–4.9 lm
Si–O overtone revealed no signiﬁcant changes due to phase angle.
A weak increase (<1.5%) in band depth was noted with increase in
phase angle (Fig. 12 bottom panel) and the band center essentially
remained the same with changing phase angle.
5.5. Temperature spectral series of HEDs
Laboratory spectral measurements of HED meteorites obtained
at various temperatures (80–400 K) from Schade and Wäsch
(1999) and Hinrichs and Lucey (2002) were resampled to the Dawn
FC ﬁlter band passes prior to analysis. The eucrite and howardite
data from Hinrichs and Lucey (2002) were obtained at 17 different
temperatures (80–400 K) and the diogenite spectra from Schade
and Wäsch (1999) were obtained at four temperatures (80, 173,
288, 373 K). Spectral band parameters (band centers and BAR)
and their corresponding errors were also measured for full resolution spectra using methods similar to those applied to the telescopic data. The average 1  r errors of Band I and Band II
centers for the HED are 0.001 and 0.002 lm respectively. The average uncertainty in the calculated BAR was estimated to be 0.01.
The measured Band centers and BAR values for the eucrite, howardite and diogenite are presented in Tables 10–12 respectively.
Changes in spectral band parameters will be used to calibrate the
impact of surface temperature on spectral data from the VIR
instrument. Although the VIR spectrometer wavelength range

Fig. 13A. Plots showing the temperature inﬂuence (80–400 K) on the spectral appearance of the eucrite EET83251 in Dawn F8, F2, F7 and F3 bands.
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Fig. 13B. Plots showing the temperature inﬂuence (80–400 K) on the spectral appearance of the eucrite EET83251 in Dawn F6, F4, F5 bands. The last panel shows the color
spectra of EET83251 as a function of temperature (400 K at the bottom and 80 K at the top). (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)

spans 0.25–5.0 lm, our analysis here is restricted to wavelengths
between 0.30 and 2.5 lm due to the lack of temperature series
data between 2.5 and 5.0 lm.
Figs. 13A and 13B show a series of plots depicting the effects of
temperature on the spectra of the eucrite EET83251 resampled for
the seven Dawn FC ﬁlters. Fig. 13B (bottom right panel) shows the
Dawn FC seven color ‘spectrum’ of eucrite EET83251 at different
temperatures ranging from 80 to 400 K. Note that the series goes
from the warmest temperature (400 K) spectrum that has the lowest reﬂectance value at 0.98 lm at the bottom, to the coldest spectrum (80 K) with the highest value at the top. Figs. 13A and 13B
show that the reﬂectance values of ﬁlters 0.44-, 0.55-, 0.65-,
0.75- and 0.83-lm are relatively unaffected for temperatures ranging between 80 and 250 K but reveal a steep drop in reﬂectance for
higher temperatures. Even this drop off does seem to be signiﬁcant
(0.001–0.006) for the 0.65-, 0.75- and 0.83-lm ﬁlters. For the 0.92lm ﬁlter no trend is visible. The only ﬁlter for which a clear trend
can be seen is the 0.98-lm ﬁlter, which shows a 0.14 drop between
80 K and 400 K. Similar effects were noted for FC color spectra of
howardite EET87503 and diogenite Ellemeet.
Figs. 14 and 15 show the change in Bands I and II centers of eucrite EET83251 and howardite EET87503. The solid lines represent
a linear ﬁt to all the data. As can be seen in these ﬁgures the trend
for the two samples is very similar and in both cases the band centers move to longer wavelength with increasing temperature. For
the diogenite Ellemeet from Schade and Wäsch (1999) the Band I
center shows a weak increasing trend, but Band II center shows a
much steeper trend with increasing temperature. In this case we
found that the Band I centers are better ﬁtted with a third order

Fig. 14. Band I center change in eucrite EET83251 (triangles) and howardite
EET87503 (squares) as a function of temperature. The average 1  r error of Band I
center is 0.001 lm. The solid line represents a linear ﬁt to all the data.

polynomial, while the Band II centers can be ﬁtted with a straight
line (Figs. 16 and 17). Band I centers for all three meteorites show a
plateau between 150 and 225 K where the parameters remain
constant. Eucrite, howardite, and diogenite temperature spectra
show a weak overall decreasing trend in BAR with increasing
temperature.
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the polynomial ﬁts the formulae derived for howardites and eucrites are

Band I center correction ðlmÞ ¼ 0:01656  0:0000552  T ðKÞ
ð17Þ
Band II center correction ðlmÞ ¼ 0:05067  0:00017  T ðKÞ ð18Þ
Similarly, the formulae derived for diogenites are given by

Band I center correction ðlmÞ
¼ 0:0000000017  T 3 ðKÞ  0:0000012602  T 2 ðKÞ
þ 0:0002664351  T ðKÞ  0:0124
Fig. 15. Band II center change in eucrite EET83251 (triangles) and howardite
EET87503 (squares) as a function of temperature. The average 1  r error of Band II
center is 0.002 lm. The solid line represents a linear ﬁt to all the data.

ð19Þ

Band II center correction ðlmÞ ¼ 0:038544  0:000128  T ðKÞ
ð20Þ
As with the eucrite and howardite formulae, the diogenite
wavelength corrections need to be added to the Band I and II centers to obtain values at 300 K. While cross checking these equations with Burbine et al. (2009), we noticed that the errors in
correcting howardite and eucrite Band I center using their bronzite
calibration is better (0.0003 lm) than our method here
(0.00096 lm), but their enstatite calibration yields a much higher
error (0.003 lm) compared to ours. Since Burbine et al. (2009) suggest using both enstatite and bronzite formulae and averaging the
corrections, the average error from their correction is a bit higher
(0.0011 lm) than our errors. A similar trend is noted for Band II
center correction for howardites and eucrites. For diogenites errors
from our formulae yield smaller errors compared to Burbine et al.
(2009) calibration.
6. Summary and conclusions

Fig. 16. Band I center change in diogenite Ellemeet as a function of temperature.
The average 1  r error of Band I center is 0.001 lm. The solid line represents a
linear ﬁt to the data.

Fig. 17. Band II center change in diogenite Ellemeet as a function of temperature.
The average 1  r error of Band II center is 0.002 lm. The solid line represents a
linear ﬁt to the data.

Our analysis of phase angle and temperature effects on spectral
Vesta and HED meteorites data has revealed a wealth of new information. This information will be important for the analysis of the
Dawn FC and VIR data. Ground-based telescopic observations of
Vesta using Dawn FC ﬁlters revealed no trend for the phase slope
and G parameter with respect to wavelength. Spectral observations
in the visible showed an increase of the spectral slope with increasing phase angle. The NIR spectra of Vesta, on the other hand,
showed an increase of band depths and BAR as the phase angle
increase.
These results have been used to derive equations to correct for
effects of changing phase angle on spectral slope and absorption
band depth as well as Band Area Ratio. This set of equations is
the ﬁrst ever derived from telescopic data to correct for these effects prior to interpretation of spacecraft data. We have also updated existing equations (Burbine et al., 2009) to correct for
temperature-induced spectral effects by developing speciﬁc corrections for HED meteorites. These corrections are applied to Bands
I and II centers and normalize them to room temperature (300 K),
which will enable interpretation of spacecraft data using laboratory calibrations at room temperature.

5.6. HED temperature series: effects on spectral band parameters
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